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Abstract 

The aim of the proposed dissertation is to situate Epifanii Slavinetskii’s trilingual Greek–Slavic–Latin 

Dictionary (Greko–slaveno–latinskii leksikon; herein: GSL) in the overall context of Early Modern 

European lexicography and the development of Russian Church Slavonic vocabulary in the (long) 

17th century. The GSL is the first known trilingual East Slavic dictionary and was compiled in 

Moscow in the mid-17th century by the Ruthenian monk Epifanii. The GSL remains largely 

neglected by scholarship and key aspects of its structure and linguistic profile have yet to be 

described; the dissertation will seek to fill this gap by exploring several original hypotheses relating 

to the dictionary’s sources, its linguistic character, and the development of Russian Church Slavonic 

scientific vocabulary as attested in it. 

 The first of these hypotheses is that, despite traditional views of Epifanii as being a 

“Graecophile”, Latin and Greek influences can be seen competing side-by-side in the GSL. The 

important role of Latin comes through in the presence of morphematic calques from Latin and 

lexical Europeanisms (that is, Greek loanwords transmitted via Latin into the new European written 

languages of the Early Modern era; cf. the contributions in Uwe Hinrichs, ed., Handbuch der 

Eurolinguistik, 2010) in the dictionary’s Church Slavonic portion. There is also reason to believe 

that in compiling the GSL, Epifanii translated not only Greek lemmata, but also Latin definitions 

from Western European sources, into Church Slavonic. In addition, his autograph shows ample 

interaction of the Greek and Cyrillic scripts with Latin cursive. At the same time, certain word-

building strategies employed in the GSL may represent a continuation of linguistic trends begun in 

Russia with the Second South Slavonic influence and the emergence of the so-called “grammatical 

approach” to the understanding of texts. The dissertation will explore the interaction of these 

parallel cultural and linguistic traditions as manifested in Epifanii’s GSL. It will also consider how 

Epifanij adapted his presumed Western European source material, in the light of notions of 

lexicography as a cultural practice developed by Haß-Zumkehr and others, as well as modern 

systematic descriptions of the microstructure of dictionaries developed especially by scholars of 

Germanic languages (e.g., Wiegand, Engelberg/Lemnitzer). 



 Another key hypothesis to be explored in the dissertation is that the orthography of 

Epifanii’s autograph of the GSL and various distinctive morphological features of his variety of 

Church Slavonic reflect his Ruthenian origins and linguistic background, as does his use of 

characteristically Polish morphemes (especially suffixes) to form new Church Slavonic words. 

 A third hypothesis is that the dictionary exhibits a well developed Church Slavonic scientific 

and, especially, linguistic terminology. The development of scientific language is part of a common 

process spanning various Early Modern European linguistic communities. It is reasonable to 

assume that Epifanii’s dictionary played a role in this process for the Russian written language of 

the time (described more accurately as “hybrid Church Slavonic” by Zhivov), while also drawing on 

the prior Church Slavonic grammatical tradition from the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. The 

dissertation will attempt to determine what precisely this role was, by means of systematic 

description and comparison of lexical items – in particular, linguistic vocabulary – in the GSL, 

Epifanii’s other dictionaries, and prior and subsequent East Slavic reference works. The scientific 

terminology in the GSL will further be analysed from the point of view of Betz’s well-known model 

for the classification of loanwords and calques, as well as that of Eurolinguistics, an important new 

approach to the typological study of European languages that allows for interesting comparisons 

with other philologies. 
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